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News from the SPES/LNL 
project

A short view in connection with a 
possible FAZIA-related activity

Some slides taken from recent presentations (2017) by 
G.Prete, A.Andrighetto, G.Fioretto. G.DeAngelis

INFN LNL

 Project development and main developments  (for 
nuclear physics research)
 Timeline (according to recent news)
  Beam and energies
 Detectors
 Fazia in this context
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The new SPES building

Cyclotron, target, L.E. line

LEGNARO INFN LABS



Cyclotron

Front End

HRMS

RFQ 
Cooler

Charge 
Breeder & 

MRMS

q+ Beamline to 
RFQ & post-
accelerator

1+ Beamline
1st section

The SPES ISOL complex

• Phase 1. 2016 - Building + First operation with the cyclotron

• Phase 3. 2019–20 - HRMS-BeamCooler  +  RFQ to ALPI 

• Phase 2. 2017-18 - From C.B. to RFQ + SPES target, LRMS, 1+ Beam Lines



 RIB Source Commissioning and time line

the full-scale SPES 
target for high 
intensity RIBs

Nominal parameters
- Target material: UCx (SiC as an 
alternative)
- Proton beam energy: 40 MeV
- Proton beam intensity: 200 µA
- Proton beam sigma: 7 mm 
- Wobbling radius : 11 mm

to high proton beam 
intensities

(increase by a factor of 10)

40 MeV, 20 µA, 1012 f/s 40 MeV, 200 µA, 1013 f/s

First n-rich fission 
isotopes

First exotic beams

40 MeV, 20 µA 

SiC 
target

UCx 
target

UCx 
target

A.Andrighetto LNL : responsible of SPES sources
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NOTE: Beam energies up to 10-11 MeV/u with 
mass around 120 
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Reference: 1ppA=6.25*106
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It is operated by a large part of the  italian FAZIA component 
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GALILEO
A new array with
“Old” detectors

AGATA

PARIS

The realm of nuclear structure and of 
large gamma detectors
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Garfield and the Ring Counter



Projectile decay
12C*→α+α+α

          12C excited states 

7.65 MeV 0+ 
Hoyle state

9.65 MeV 
3-

10.84 MeV 
1-

- 12C* decay in 3-α
- High mult. α  chains 

Quasi-projectile decay 24Mg→20Ne→16O→12C*

LOI for SPES  M. Bruno, L.Morelli et al. Uni. Bologna

Garfield @LNL

In the spirit of FaziaCor exp.

C12 decay: from excited QP or from the CN 

The idea is to measure complete decay chains after 
CN reactions and compare their features with 

Hauser-Feshbach statistical model predictions.
Specific focus of N=Z decay nuclei 

DONE IN THE PAST

FUTURE AT SPES?

L.Morelli SPES LoI 2016



G.Casini INFN Florence  for the FAZIA NUCL-ex collaboration
Dissipative collisions with n-rich SPES beams

How cross section contributions evolve with  n-rich systems
How very excited n-rich nuclei decay (evaporation vs. fission)
How neutron abundance affects the dynamics (binary/ternary)

Exploring the formation and decay of excited 
nuclei vs. the 'new' axis of n-abundance 

QUESTIONS

Moving towards nuclei involved  
in the r-process  

 Very forward angles (1-5 deg):  
fast position detectors to tag ER and or QP for most peripheral collisions 

 7-12 deg: FAZIA blocks for the best fragment identification
 12-30 deg: FARCOS modules for high-resol.  particle-particle correlation 
 30 to 150 deg: GARFIELD gas-CsI telescopes for efficient LCP detection

STABLE and 
UNSTABLE

BEAMS 
(example combination)



Dissipative collisions with n-rich SPES beams

Sensitive variables to isospin equilibration and neck decay
•  LCP and fragment yields
•  N/Z of LCP and fragments from QP decay 
•  Fission probability and angular distributions of fragments
  TKEL or other ordering parameters (dissipation scale)

Problems/difficulties
  Z,A identification of QP is impossible with 

large acceptance multidetectors;  
  weaker dynamics due to limited beam 

energies
  Sources less separated in phase-space 

than at Fermi energies

Advantages/opportunities
  Initial large N/Z differences (SPES beams)
  Colder fragments: primary-secondary states 

closer each other

ONLY Z

A, Z

Charge Z

Letter of intent by G.Casini INFN Florence  for the FAZIA NUCL-ex collaboration
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FAZIA and low energy beams

A possible direction

A.Kordjasz
HIL Warsaw



 

Tools and equipments
Hypothetical (dream?) setup

 Very forward angles (1-5 deg):  
fast position detectors to tag ER and or QP for most 

peripheral collisions  (gas/scintillator)

 7-12 deg: FAZIA blocks for the best fragment 
identification

 12-30 deg: FARCOS modules for the best particle-
particle correlation

 30 to 150 deg: GARFIELD gas-CsI telescopes for 
efficient LCP detection 

AND:
 CLYC or LaBr3  scintillators for hard photons? 

(aiming at GDR, DDR, PDR studies)

Discussions started (in Italy) towards a general use 
composite multidetector to be used at SPES In the 

GARFIELD big scattering chamber
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Active Gas Target(s): proper for very low-intensity beam (Direct) reactions 

A subject where the FAZIA community can contribute. How?
1.Expertise on Silicon Detectors and PSA (interest of group MuGast-TRACE)
2.Towards Si-Strip detectors
3.Electronics: FAZIA + GET based arrays
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Conclusions
 SPES program, also for reaccelerated exotic beams,  is going on 
 From 2019, first 1+ low energy beams (42 keV) from a SiC target will be 

available
 Years 2019-2021 are devoted to complete the reacceleration tools and 

the UCx ion production
 NOTE1: max energies for A=132 should be 10.4MeV/u (with ALPI linac)

 NOTE 2: beam currents  of 108 pps 132Sn for experiments are a 
reference
 The community of gamma detectors is ready with powerful array
 Experiments about reaction mechanisms, alpha and in general nuclear 

correlations are feasible 
 FAZIA and the italian group Nucl-ex have proposed some LoI's for 

SPES
  If physics cases for FAZIA at SPES will be convinging, one can try to:
 1)   lower energy thresholds for at least Z identification. Consider e.g., 

Tof and thin first layer Silicon detectors or even GAS stages (ChIO) 
  2)   couple with other arrays  to get the best from each 
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ISOL system installation

5x3 
mq

Vedi presentazione Alberto Andrighetto



 beam in 
simulations

 

Type  Max 
range

Misalignme
nt (x,y) (no 
effect on R)

0.5 mm

Tilt 
(xy,yz,xz) 0.1°

Field error 0.05%

All errors

0.25 
mm, 

0.05°,
0.025% 

Mass separation: 1/20000
Construction Errors included
Beam cooler in operation 

Collaboration: LNS, LNL Physics design: 1/40000

Other laboratories involved in up to date HRMS: CENBG Bordeaux,TRIUMF

∆E= ± 1 eV 
Emittance rms,n  = 0.68 πmm 
mrad

 High Resolution Mass Separation

Under d
esig

n

Collaboration with LPC_Caen for Beam 
Cooler development (SCIRaC - SPIRAL2)



20

Matching into ALPI SC linac

Addition
al 8 
cavities

Re-
positioned  
low β 
cavities

10-11 MeV/amu 
for A=130-140



Physic
s

Setup

Beams

References

Pre-equilibrium emission to study possible clustering effects in 
exotic nuclei

LOI: Pre-equilibrium emission: a tool to study dynamic effects and clustering structure in exotic nuclei. 
        F. Gramegna, D. Fabris, M. Cicerchia, T. Marchi et al. LNL

The idea is to evidence a 'surplus' 
of alpha emission yield in the 

energetic tails of preequilibrium as 
a consequence of preferential 

clusterization in 4He for specific 
nuclei
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